A normal division algebra in »2 units over a nonmodular field F is of type R if it contains a quantity i whose minimum equation with respect to F, 0(co) =0, has degree » and » distinct roots which are polynomials in i with coefficients in F. Algebras of type ¿? occupy a central position in the theory of division algebras as they are the only normal division algebras whose structure is known, and all division algebras of order less than twenty-five are expressible as algebras of type ¿2.
Introduction.
A normal division algebra in »2 units over a nonmodular field F is of type R if it contains a quantity i whose minimum equation with respect to F, 0(co) =0, has degree » and » distinct roots which are polynomials in i with coefficients in F. Algebras of type ¿? occupy a central position in the theory of division algebras as they are the only normal division algebras whose structure is known, and all division algebras of order less than twenty-five are expressible as algebras of type ¿2.
The normal division algebras D whose structure is the simplest are those for the case where ci>(w) =0 has the cyclic group with respect to F. When « is six and 0(co) =0 is cyclic, D is expressible as the direct product of a generalized quaternion division algebra and a cyclic division algebra of order nine, while conversely every such direct product is a cyclic division algebra of order thirty-six.
The group of 0(co)=O is evidently regular and hence the only other type of equation to be considered for algebras of order thirty-six and type R is one which has the single non-cyclic, non-abelian regular group on six letters, a case giving a very complicated algebra.
It has never been demonstrated that there exist normal division algebras which are not cyclic algebras. The author showed, in a recent paper, f that the algebras which had been constructed by F. Cecionif and which were based on a non-cyclic quartic were cyclic algebras. We show here that all normal division algebras of type R in thirty-six units are cyclic algebras.
2. Algebras based on a non-cyclic sextic with regular group. Let D be an associative normal division algebra of order thirty-six and type R, and let i be the quantity of D which defines the type of D. If <ö(co) = 0, the minimum equation of i, is a cyclic sextic, D is called a cyclic algebra. There remains to be considered the case where the group of <6(co) =0 is non-cyclic. The author has shown|| that 0(co) may be taken to have only even powers of the indeterminate co and that there exists a polynomial 9{i) in F{i) such that [January Evidently i2 satisfies a cubic equation irreducible in F, and F(i2) is a cubic field over F. The set of all quantities in F(i) which are symmetric in », 0(0, 02(î), form a quadratic sub-field
of F(i'). A cubic field contains no quadratic sub-field so v is not in F(i2). Hence 1, v are linearly independent with respect to F(i2), and every quantity in F(i) is expressible in the form (4) a = a(i) = ax + a2v (ai and a2 in F(i2)).
But then * = pi + pv with p and />i in F(z2), so that i2 = (¿i2 + P2p) + 2/»i/>», 0 = (px2 + p2p -i2) + 2pxpv.
It follows that 2/>i/» = 0. If /> were zero then i would be in F(i2), a cubic field, contrary to the fact that F(i) is a field of order six. Hence px is zero and
It is known* that D has a basis
and a multiplication table License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 7 = 7s(i4 + 2y6i2 + y62 + y¡, -y62) = ys(i2 + ye)2 + 73(75 -762).
Consider the quantity ii = (i2 + 76>.
Since v^O we have v2=p^0 in a division algebra and ii2 = (i2 + 76)2p = pi* + 2pi2y6 + py62 is in F{i2) but not in F, since in particular the coefficient of i* is not zero. But F{i2) has no proper sub-field other than F, so that F{ix2) = F{i2). The quantities
of ix and are roots of its minimum equation. If they were not distinct, two of
would be equal, which is impossible since those with plus signs are the distinct roots of the irreducible cubic minimum equation of ¿2+76, while this cubic has not the negative of any one of its roots as a root since it has not even powers only. The minimum equation of ix has thus six distinct roots in F{i) so that its degree is six, F{ix) contained in F{i) has order six, and F{ix) =F{i). Evidently zix= -ixz, while / transforms ix into a quantity in F{ix), that is a polynomial in ix. We may thus replace i by ix in the basis of D without loss of generality, and, since 7 = {y3p~1);x2+y3{y¡> -y<>2),for this new i we have 7 expressed as a linear combination with coefficients in F of 1 and i2. When 73 = 0 we also have immediately such an expression, so that we have proved Lemma 1. The quantity i may be so chosen that, without altering any other property of D, We shall utilize the notations where a is the quantity of (7) such that zj=aj2z and a is in F(i). Then r and 5 are in F(i), and (18) (rr' -ss')y(a-1)(a-1)' = 1.
But if 5 = (jz)2 =jzjz =jaj2zz = aegy, then 5« =j(jz)2j~^ = (jjzj-1)2 = (a~laj2zj~1)2 = (a-1Zj7'-1)2 = (a~1z)2 = (a_1)(a-1)'7, so that (18) 3. The cyclic property. We shall now proceed to prove that D is a cyclic algebra by the use of our fundamental existence theorem, Lemma 3. Consider the quantity (23) X = a + bj + cj2, where we take a and b to be the polynomials of Lemma 3 which satisfy (22) and where c will be chosen to be a polynomial in i with coefficients in F. For every c in F{i), we have We shall henceforth consider the quantity X as completely defined in (23) with the a and b of Lemma 3 and the c of (35), so that (36) But RR'-SS' has an inverse in F(0, whence 5 = 0. We consider now the polynomial E. We first compute
But j3 = g,g' = zgz-1 = zj3z~l = (zjz~l)3 = (aj2zz~x)3 = (aj2)3 -aj2aj2aj2 = aaeeaeg2, and we have the relations
g = a'(aee)'(ae)'(g')2 = a'(a')e(a')ee(g')2.
Substituting (42) in (41) and comparing with (39) we write immediately
We also have, by the use of (11) 
' (7')« y« since 7 = 7'. Equation (53) becomes (56) aeegQ = a'g'Qee.
From (43) g = a'{a')e{a')ee{g')2, so that «YQ* = («'«') [WUcÖHg']«^, and (57) <2<w = (a')ee(aee)'aeeg'Q.
It follows now that (58) gQee/(a')ee = gg'«M(aM)'ö = RR' -SS', such that X^O and (67) (Xz)2 = \inF.
Suppose next that a were zero so that from its origin (21) we have s = 0 and h = 0 in (17). Then (16) becomes ff'y -(ß)2 = i, while then obviously/ cannot be zero and/=orlr=a~1be is in F{i) and in 2. Again we have (67) for X5^0 in 2. Finally the only remaining case is b zero. Then r«9 = 0 so that r = 0 in (17), and hence the quantity/is zero. Equation (16) now becomes hh'y = {hz)2= -1, and since then h = arls = a in F{i) cannot be zero when (Az)2 = -1, we have again proved the existence of X^0 in 2 and satisfying (67). Hence in all cases we have Lemma 4. There exists a quantity X in 2 such that X^O, and if y = Xz then (68) y2 = X in F.
The quantities 1, v, y, vy are linearly independent with respect to F, for otherwise (6) could not be a basis of D when X^O. A relation of the form ft + Uv + (fc + MXz = o, with £i, £2, £3, £4 not all zero and in F, would then evidently express z as a quantity of 2. Also v2=p, y2=X, yv = Xzv= -Xvz= -vXz= -vy, since v, a polynomial in i commutative with /, is commutative with X. But the linear set T = (1, v; y, vy) is evidently a generalized quaternion algebra over F, and is a normal division cyclic algebra over F. Hence D, containing T, is the direct product* of T and another algebra ß of order nine over F. Since D is a normal algebra, so is necessarily ß,f so that ß is a cyclic algebraj of order nine. Hence D, the direct product of algebra T and algebra ß, is a cyclic algebra.f Theorem. Every normal division algebra of type R in thirty-six units is a cyclic algebra.
* A theorem of Wedderburn; cf. Algebras and their Arithmetics, p. 237. f For the first and second of the above references respectively see Theorems 7 and 16 of the author's paper, On direct products, cyclic division algebras, and pure Riemann matrices, which appears in the present number of these Transactions. % A theorem of Wedderburn, these Transactions, vol. 22 (1921), pp. 129-135. Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
